ACROSS
1 Wife tucking into Danish swirl (cold packaged snack) (8)
5 Madame securing laboratory, about to prepare cadaver (6)
10 By gum! Coal trains regularly left Gulf state (7)
11 On board, Turkish and BA grant one small item of luggage (7)
12 Out of time, soldiers reverse track (5)
13 Clumsy mother and boy run riot (9)
14 Waste our bitcoin acquiring new Time subscription (12)
18 Grizzled convict goes crazy over stuffed bird (7,5)
21 Instruction to reader left English grad in charge of 16 scientist (9)
23 Uranium found in red freshwater fish (5)
24 What UK constituencies have to prosecute? (7)
25 'e's looking more pasty having suffered a setback/deterioration (7)
26 S American poet Peru quietly expelled bound by gagging order (6)
27 Further education journalist returned criticism (8)

DOWN
1 Most cunning second lieutenant definitely captured (6)
2 In Tijuana, chose an accompaniment for 9 (6)
3 Perhaps duck Buddhist temple flower arrangement (9)
4 “The Art of Film-making” broadcast March 16 receiving Oscar (14)
6 Object reportedly dug out of the ground (5)
7 American boy band serving up first class delicious food (8)
8 Measure of explosion's size worrying to gasmen (8)
9 I say; got a cold nose Mr Schwarzenegger? This'll warm you up! (6,3,5)
15 Poor student eating shell of langoustine hasn't been paid (9)
16 African beginning to experience pain ain't having surgery (8)
17 Feeling rough, though apparently on course to deal with it OK! (5,3)
19 Spanish mag featuring topless policewoman is fair game (4-2)
20 Cut of meat infused with a dash of rum; a dash, barely (6)
22 Breaking news from NZ: sounds like horned beast running wild (5)